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A graph state [1–3] is a multi-qubit quantum state defined using graphs.

Consider a graph G = (V,E), which consists of a set V of vertices and a set E of edges. For the
purposes of this example, G is an undirected graph, and E is a set of two-element subsets of V . The
graph state |G〉 is an n-qubit quantum state |G〉A1···An , with n = |V |, that is defined as

|G〉A1···An
:=

∑
~α∈{0,1}n

(−1)
1
2
~αTA(G)~α|~α〉, (1)

where A(G) is the adjacency matrix of G, which is defined as

A(G)i,j =

{
1 if {vi, vj} ∈ E,
0 otherwise, (2)

and ~α is the column vector (α1, . . . , αn)
T. It is easy to show that

|G〉A1···An = CZ(G)(|+〉A1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |+〉An), (3)

where |+〉 := 1√
2
(|0〉+ |1〉) and

CZ(G) :=
⊗

{vi,vj}∈E

CZAiAj , (4)

with CZAiAj
:= |0〉〈0|Ai ⊗ 1Aj + |1〉〈1|Ai ⊗ ZAj being the controlled-Z gate.

Now, let
Z~xA1···An

:= Zx1A1
⊗ · · · ⊗ ZxnAn

, (5)

and observe that
CZ(G)H⊗n|~x〉 = Z~x|G〉 (6)

for all ~x ∈ {0, 1}n. Letting
|G~x〉 := Z~x|G〉, (7)

note that
{
|G~x〉〈G~x|

}
~x∈{0,1}n is a POVM, due to the fact that

|G~x〉 = CZ(G)H⊗n|~x〉 (8)

for all ~x ∈ {0, 1}n, which follows from (6) and (7), so that∑
~x∈{0,1}n

|G~x〉〈G~x| = CZ(G)H⊗n
∑

~x∈{0,1}n
|~x〉〈~x|

︸ ︷︷ ︸
1

H⊗nCZ(G)† = 1. (9)
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